
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Several times Fred tried to give an alarm; but his mouth was held so firmly
that not a sound could escape his lips, and after a while he contented himself
with simply trying to form some idea of the direction in which he
__________________.

1.

(take)

I think the nets must be over a hundred fathoms; they
____________________ in for two hours after I came, and must have been
hauled for hours before that, seven men to each rope!

2.

(pull)

Already attempts __________________ to find the absent storekeeper.3.
(make)

While grave-diggers were at work a page of history
___________________.
4.

(turn)

Here she hung on while the other boats ____________________, and as
those in her watched this proceeding, they dreaded every instant to see them
swamped alongside.

5.

(load)

I had the curious sense that I ______________________ to make a
Frenchman's holiday.
6.

(butcher)

Great brands of fire _____________________ forward, starting constantly,
and in hundreds of places, fresh bursts of flame.
7.

(carry)

Now she realized that something ______________________ her; that her
father was shielding her through love and mercy from something she had a
right to know.

8.

(keep from)

Things __________________ of him, charges were insinuated, which he
declared to himself to be false.
9.

(say)

But it was too late to think of that now, and she ____________________
along breathlessly, out the front door, perhaps, and down a walk; no, it was
amongst trees, for she almost ran into one.

10.

(drag)
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He ___________________ for sport-the sport of a horror unthinkable.11.
(hunt)

And even when he was tired the feeling that he ___________________ of
something gnawed at his soul; he was restless even when he slept.
12.

(rob)

It was the funnel of the big fellow that was showing the flames, which
seemed to indicate that she ___________________, while the other two
appeared to be running easily.

13.

(drive)

The moment was decisive; the Christians had to be rescued from a
struggle in which they _____________________.
14.

(worst)

These amiable plans ______________________ into shape at top speed,
and unless I could get into harness at once, my friends and I would most
certainly be ground up.

15.

(hammer)

Numbers of other passengers were arriving, and the deck was littered
with, their luggage until it could be sorted and sent down to their cabins; late
cargo __________________ on board and lowered into the hold.

16.

(swing)

The discord and contentions between the Portuguese and Spaniards
were increasing; nothing ___________________ by either party.
17.

(gain)

It was as though a merry peal of bells _________________ on a day of
public lamentation.
18.

(ring)

I felt myself to make sure whether I ________________________ by
some hideous dream; I fancied I must soon wake up and wonder at the
preposterous delusion.

19.

(not/mock)

Then we were shown a monkey-not the animal, but a small upright shaft
leading into a drive above, where the wash-dirt ____________________.
20.

(get out)
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